 The study explored the potential for using multivariate state-space models for modelling the transmission of sea lice over time.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Introduction
A major threat to salmonid aquaculture in Chile, and worldwide, is infestation with sea lice.
Sea lice (Caligus rogercresseyi or Lepeophtheirus salmois) cause stress, reduced growth, and may lead to increased mortality when fish are heavily infested (Adams et al., 2012) . There are also important production costs associated with the presence and control of sea lice (Costello, 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2012; Liu and Bjelland, 2014) .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Infestations on farms may elevate the number of lice in surrounding waters, above what would occur naturally, increasing opportunities for sea lice to spread. Farms with heavy burdens of sea lice may infest neighboring farms (Krkosek et al., 2011; Jansen et al., 2012; Kristoffersen et al., 2013) and may also spread lice to wild salmonid populations (Krkosek et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2013) .
Infestation with sea lice on farms occurs from both internal and external farm sources (Aldrin et al., 2013; Kristoffersen et al., 2013) ; for example, in Norway it has been estimated that approximately 66% of infestations are internally transmitted, 28% come from neighboring farms, and the remaining 6% come from other sources (Aldrin et al., 2013) . Controlling sources of infestation is critical in the prevention of the parasite since Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) do not develop immunity to this parasite (Jones and Beamish, 2011) .
Chemical bath treatments are the most common management practice for reducing sea lice abundance and spread of the parasite. However, the effectiveness of this control strategy depends on the timing of the application, and the life stage (juvenile or adult) of the parasite.
Despite all the efforts put into controlling sea lice infestations on farms, they continue to be problematic for the aquaculture industry. Understanding the dynamics between sea lice populations on and among farms, and being able to predict lice burdens from different sources is critical to the management of this parasite, especially as the net-pen aquaculture industries around the world continue to grow and intensify.
The parasite's complex life cycle, results in different age structures of sea lice on individual fish (González and Carvajal, 2003; Bravo, 2010) . In Chile, the different juvenile life stages are aggregated into one juvenile stage for reporting purposes, which is differentiated from the mobile adult male and non-gravid female lice stages. These life stages subdivide the sea lice Lepeophtheirus salmois in the Norwegian aquaculture industry. A space-time modeling approach was used by Aldrin et al. (2013) for analyzing the spread of sea lice within and between salmon farms in Norway, using a zero-inflated negative-binomial response variable.
Recently, Aldrin et al. (2017) formulated the life stages of sea lice in a stage-structured hierarchical model and used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for parameter estimation.
In Canada, Rittenhouse et al. (2016) applied a delay differential equation model to sea lice data from British Columbia and southern Newfoundland; their deterministic model incorporated temperature and salinity as seasonally varying factors. In Chile, analyzed juvenile C. rogercresseyi using a two-part random effects model; they modeled the odds of the non-zero mean abundance using a random-effects logistic model, and the non-zero mean juvenile abundance by a random-effects gamma regression model. Also, a linear mixed-effects model was used by Arriagada et al. (2014 Arriagada et al. ( , 2017 to model sea lice mean abundance in Chile. Even though many statistical models have been used to A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T describe sea lice abundance and treatment, most have failed to consider unmeasured variable effects, measurement errors, and maybe imperfect data (e.g. due to missing values).
State-space models have advantages over the aforementioned statistical models because they account better for multiple sources of uncertainty, and therefore, may provide more accurate predictions than traditional models. These types of models are intensively used in econometrics (Tsay, 2005; Durbin and Koopman, 2012) and ecology (Cantrell et al., 2010; Newman et al., 2014) . In veterinary epidemiology, many ecological models have been used for infectious diseases, when the environment plays an important role in pathogen spread (e.g. Escobar et al., 2015) . For example, they allow modellers to separate the variation in the observed data, due to measurement error, from the variation due to true population fluctuations. The process error is different than the measurement error, in that the latter does not influence current or future outcome levels; it only affects the estimation of the outcome.
The specific objectives of this study were threefold. The first was to demonstrate the use of state-space models in modeling sea lice data and explore the feasibility of multivariate timeseries analysis of data from multiple farms. The second was to gain understanding of heterogeneity between production cycles and how to best incorporate data that comprise multiple cycles into state-space models. The third was to simultaneously analyze data from isolated farms with relatively few neighbors (and hence likely not receiving large parasite burdens from outside their own farm), using multivariate state-space models to estimate parameters related to sea lice abundance in this population. To our knowledge, this is the first reported use of state-space models for modeling Chilean sea lice data. Arriagada et al., 2014; Arriagada et al., 2017) . Briefly, farms of either Atlantic salmon or rainbow trout, located in different geographic regions of Chile, participated in the monitoring program; most of these farms had multiple production cycles separated by fallow periods. On each participating farm, sea lice counts were performed on a weekly basis, on a sample of 40 fish from four pens (10 fish per pen), and reported to INTESAL-SalmonChile.
Materials and methods

Sea lice data
The lice counts included attached juvenile (chalimus I to IV), and mobile adult (including gravid female) stages.
To focus on internal farm transmission of sea lice, we restricted our analyses to data from six Atlantic salmon production cycles from five of the most isolated farms in the region; these farms were at least 20 km seaway distance away from other known active farms in our database during their production cycles. Fish in these six production cycles were followed for their cycle duration (between 42 and 72 weeks), for a total of 373 farm-weeks. The production cycles were temporally unrelated and only roughly temporally aligned by the sea lice monitoring period, which commences when salmon are stocked on marine farms. The duration of the six time series (one per production cycle) were based on their production cycles (i.e., started at stocking and ended at harvest). Bath treatments (pyrethroids and azamethiphos) were applied to fish in all production cycles except cycle 5, and in-feed treatments (emamectin benzoate) were applied in three production cycles (cycles 1, 3, and 4; Figure 1 ). Other investigated covariates (explanatory variables) included water temperature (mean: 11.3 °C ± 1.6), stocking density (805,595 ± 215,243) , and salinity (29.2 ppt ± 5.0).
Statistical modeling and analysis
State-space models
State-space models consist of two models to simultaneously account for two distinct sources of variation: a state model (latent process) deals with process uncertainty caused by unobserved factors, e.g., the fluctuations of environment, and an observation model which incorporates the effect of error caused by mismeasurement of outcomes (Durbin and Koopman, 2012; Newman et al., 2014) . For observations of states ( ≥ ) at each time step, the general form of a multivariate autoregressive state-space (MARSS) model as described in Holmes et al. (2012) is given by
where equations (1) and (2) 
specified as fixed values. The errors of the state and measurement processes could be identical, independent, or correlated in each time step.
In this study, we used a special case of the MARSS model defined in (1) and (2). Our model takes the form,
where ~MVN( , ) and ~MVN( , ).
The MARSS model in (3) and (4) is a time invariant model, i.e., the matrices , , , , and are constant and do not vary over time (therefore, the subscript is dropped). Such models were deemed appropriate in the absence of a common time scale for the six production cycles.
The model defined in (3) and (4) is a log-linear Gompertz state-space model with covariates (Ives et al., 2003; Dennis et al., 2006) . The univariate deterministic Gompertz model takes the form,
where = exp( ) is the population abundance, represents the strength of density dependence, and is the intrinsic rate of population increase/decrease (Ives et al., 2003) .
When | | < 1, the Gompertz model has the equilibrium point (1 − ) −1 , and the closer to zero the stronger pull back to the mean (mean reversion), and if = 1 the process has undefined mean (i.e., it is a random walk process on the logarithmic scale), which ecologically means the population growth depends only on the environment, not on the population density (density independence).
We refer to the sea lice process as a mean-reverting process instead of a density-dependent process, because the growth of sea lice populations is not inherently limited by density.
However, the process may revert to a long-run mean due to the obligatory intervention by the salmon industry to control the parasite once levels exceed a threshold. Also, the parameter is referred to as an intrinsic rate of increase (IRI) in sea lice abundance when results are interpreted in the context of the Gompertz model, and as a drift otherwise.
Model settings and estimation
We used the 'MARSS' package (Holmes et al., 2012) for R software to estimate model parameters. The package provides maximum likelihood estimations based on either the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm or quasi-Newton (BFGS) method. The package uses a Kalman filter and smoother for state estimates (Holmes et al., 2012) . To avoid specifying a variance-covariance structure for initial states in the correlated time series analyses, we used the first observation in each time series as a starting value for state processes. We ran the analyses using the EM algorithm to provide initial estimates, and the BFGS algorithm was used for final estimation.
Modeling sea lice population dynamics
We considered two scenarios for population dynamics of sea lice: uncoupled sea lice populations, mainly to illustrate the methodology, and coupled lice populations to study both the modeling approach and the biology of sea lice. In uncoupled lice populations, the weekly sea lice abundances were drawn from a single lice population per production cycle, by combining the abundance of juvenile and adult lice into one outcome. In coupled lice populations, the sea lice counts were kept separate for juvenile lice and adult lice, but the two life stages were drawn from two correlated populations within each production cycle.
We used two sets of MARSS models: the first set was applied to the uncoupled total lice population (juvenile and adult sea lice pooled together) and the second was applied to the coupled but separate sea lice populations. We refer to the former as the analysis of total sea lice abundance and to the latter as the analysis of separated juvenile and adult sea lice abundances.
In each set of models, we imposed constraints on model parameters to incorporate population structures into the models. In addition to the unconstrained form of the MARSS model where each production cycle (and life stage) has its own parameters, MARSS models with shared and partially shared parameters between production cycles were considered (Zucchini et al., 2016) . For instance, the process error was allowed to be unique across production cycles in one model and different in another. In all models, we assumed different latent processes between production cycles.
a) Analysis of total sea lice abundance
The response was a single variable, constructed by adding juvenile and adult lice abundances in each of the six production cycles, which resulted in six observed time series ( = 6) and six states ( = 6).
After adding an offset to the reported mean abundance of sea lice to avoid problems with zero entries, we modeled ( + ) on a natural logarithmic scale where was estimated at 0.05 using a Box-Cox analysis (Venables and Ripley, 2002) . To begin, we carried out univariate state-space model analyses for each production cycle. In each univariate analysis, the effect of water temperature, salinity, stocking density, and lice treatments on the dynamics of sea lice abundance were investigated. The effects of lice treatments were modeled as time-constant effects and evaluated based on one-week (i.e., the effect of treatment completely vanished after one week) and four-week windows of effects for bath Subsequently, we analyzed the data simultaneously for all production cycles. As described above, in addition to the two MARSS models with different and shared parameters across cycles, we built several models with partially shared parameters to investigate the pattern of infestation. Models with partially shared parameters included all the model sets of one, two, three, and four shared parameters between production cycles. In each of these model sets, we reported the best-supported model, based on the AICc value. The parameter configurations for these models (MU0-MU5) are presented in Table 1 .
b) Analysis of separated juvenile and adult sea lice abundances
In this analysis of sea lice in farm production cycles, the outcome was a bivariate variable because the juvenile and adult lice abundances were assumed from coupled populations.
Since we had six production cycles, each with two connected time series, we ended up with = 12 observed time series and = 12 states. Similar to the above approach, we modeled the abundances of juvenile and adult lice (on a natural logarithmic scale) after adding an offset of = 0.05 to the reported data.
We started the analyses by fitting MARSS models to bivariate data from each production cycle separately. All models allowed for juvenile and adult lice populations to have their own parameters. Covariates were included in the state equation of all models, and their effects were assessed on juvenile and adult lice abundances. Only variables that made a substantial contribution to the model fit in at least one cycle were kept. The covariance structures of
observation and process errors were evaluated by estimating models with and without offdiagonal elements of and matrices. In the main part of the analysis, the transition matrix was diagonal, allowing for only intra-specific effects (Ives et al., 2003) , i.e. effects of each life stage on itself. Additionally, models with non-diagonal were also used for model comparison and better account for the transition between stages of sea lice. Specifically, we allowed for one-week transitions from juvenile to adult lice, i.e., the abundance of juveniles at time − 1 affects the abundance of adult lice at time . We refer to MARSS models with non-diagonal as stage-transition MARSS models.
The subsequent analyses consisted of constructing more complex MARSS models that allowed for a bivariate outcome and covariates from multiple production cycles. We compared a set of MARSS models with different structures, and imposed constraints on model parameters by making these parameters either shared between production cycles or different among production cycles. Similar to the analysis of total sea lice, we reported, in addition to the unconstrained MARSS model and the MARSS model with all parameters shared, the MARSS models with partially shared parameters that had the smallest AICc in their model sets (i.e., the model with the smallest AICc in each of one, two, three, and four shared-parameter model sets). Also, we added to the reported models, the unconstrained stage-transition MARSS model to compare model fit and prediction. The parameter configurations and structures of these models (MC0-MC6) are shown in Table 1 . We investigated independent and correlated structures for both the observation and process errors, and included the model where those errors were independent between juvenile and adult lice, MI0 in Table 1 .
Finally, the residuals and autocorrelations were checked for all model analyses to make sure there were no trends or serial autocorrelation with time.
Model selection
In addition to the log-likelihood values, AICc was used to search for models that reasonably fitted the data, among all model combinations (Hurvich et al., 1990; Ward et al., 2010) . A difference of 10 units in AICc between two models was substantial support for the model with the smallest AICc, and a change greater than 30 was considered a big improvement (Holmes et al., 2014) . Further, the predictive performance of models (section 2.2.5) was used as a second tool for model selection, so the model with the smallest prediction error was considered to provide the best fit to the data.
Model predictive ability
We computed predictions from all selected models to compare the predictive performance for these models across the time series at a prediction horizon of five-time steps (ℎ = 1,2, … ,5).
The predictions ̂+ ℎ were computed recursively based on data from times = 1,2, … , , using the formula:
where ̂ were the estimated states at time conditional on : , and ̂,̂, and ̂ were the estimated parameters for the autoregression, drift, and bath treatment effect, respectively.
We used the mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the accuracy of predictions for each time series. The MAE was computed as the average over time points ( = ℎ + 1, … , − ℎ) of the absolute difference between the observed and predicted data. For summarizing predictive accuracy between models, we used the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) suggested by Hyndman and Koehler (2006) , a scale-independent measure that is less sensitive to outliers.
For each production cycle, the absolute scaled error (ASE ) for ̂ was computed using:
The ASE was computed for predictions at time points = 10 + ℎ, … , − ℎ in the series.
The MASE for a given model was the average of the ASE values across all time points and all production cycles. When the MASE value is less than one, the considered model gives, on average, a smaller error than the one-step forecast error produced by the naïve method (Hyndman and Koehler, 2006) . Naïve forecasts are simply when we set all predictions at the last observation, i.e., ̂= −1 .
Moreover, another set of predictions was computed based on selected models. We called these predictions out-of-sample predictions (prediction extending beyond the estimation sample) to distinguish between these predictions and predictions produced by the scenario described above, although the two approaches were similar. In the scenario of out-of-sample prediction, we extended the prediction horizon to 20 time points ahead (i.e., ℎ = 1,2, … ,20)
and included uncertainty in the predictions to show prediction bands and to see how predictions behave in a long period beyond the estimation sample. To this end, we fit a model to the first 50 observations in the time series and computed 1000 predictions for 20-time points ahead based on that model, taking into account the applications of bath treatment that happened during the prediction period. Because we were interested in the distribution of future true sea lice populations rather than the distribution of observed abundances, we added only the state-error term to equation (6), so the following formula was used for computing out-of-sample predictions:
where +ℎ~M VN( ,̂), and ̂ was the estimated error variance for the state process.
Descriptive analysis
Sea lice data from six production cycles from five isolated salmon farms were used in the analyses (both cycle two and three were recorded from the same farm, while remaining cycles represent individual farms). Production cycles two and three were treated in the analysis as from different farms because of their visually different patterns (Figure 1 ). Figure 1 shows the distributions of juvenile and adult lice abundances (on a logarithmic scale) in the six production cycles.
The abundances across production cycles varied between 0-42.3 (3% zero counts) and 0-76.1 (6% zero counts) lice per fish for juvenile and adult lice, respectively.
Analysis of total sea lice for uncoupled populations
In this analysis, only bath treatments were included in the models because the other covariates showed no effects on the dynamics of sea lice in our data (i.e., these variables did not contribute substantially to the model fit) and were, therefore, not included in the analyses.
Parameter estimates of the models that had the smallest AICc (within each model set of 0-5 shared parameters between production cycles) from the analysis of total sea lice abundance are shown in Table S1 (Supplementary materials).
The unconstrained model analysis for total sea lice (MU5 ; Table S1 in Supplementary materials) allowed each production cycle to have its own parameters, and produced similar ) was also positive and not strong in all models. The process error variance was larger than the observation error variance when both were equal across production cycles (MU0).
Moreover, the process-error variance was larger than the observation-error variance for all production cycles in MU3 and MU4 analyses, with the exception of production cycles two and six (Table S1 ; Supplementary materials).
Analysis of separated juvenile and adult sea lice for coupled populations
The parameter estimates from the smallest-AICc MARSS models in each model set of 0-5 shared parameters between production cycles as well as the unconstrained stage-transition MARSS model are given in Table 2 . Estimates from other stage-transition MARSS models that had the smallest AICc within each model set of 1-5 shared parameters are presented in Table S2 (Supplementary materials).
The unconstrained model (MC5, Table 2 ) was associated with the smallest AICc (AICc = 1086.7), but the number of estimated parameters was large. When some, but not all, model parameters were common across production cycles, the model fit improved markedly when the parameters , , and were unequal among cycles (MC3, AICc = 1109.1) relative to the model with all parameters shared (MC0, AICc = 1361.5). Further, adding a stage-transition term to the unconstrained model substantially improved the model fit (MC6, AICc = 1068.5). Figure 2 shows the predicted abundances of juvenile (top row) and adult (bottom row) sea lice (log scale) based on MC3 with 95% confidence intervals, along with observed abundances for production cycle 4.
Bath treatments reduced the abundance of adult and juvenile lice in most cycles (Table 2) , and treatment effects on adult lice were different than on juveniles. The drift was almost always greater for adult lice than for juveniles, and both the juvenile and adult processes were slowly reverting to the mean (i.e., the diagonal values were close to one). The effect of juvenile on adult lice (modeled through the stage-transition term in MC6) varied between production cycles (-0.037-0.629). The estimated observation-error variance was mostly larger than the process-error variance for both the juvenile and adult lice abundances, and greater for adult than for juvenile lice in models that assumed common parameters across production cycles (MC0-MC1). The process-error variance for adult lice was also larger than for juvenile lice when all parameters were common (MC0-MC1). As well, a strong correlation was
estimated between juvenile and adult process errors. We observed substantial heterogeneity between cycles, and a difference between juvenile and adult life stages.
Model prediction
The MAE and MSAE of predictions based on the reported models of the analysis of separated juvenile and adult lice abundances and the analysis of total sea lice abundance are presented in Tables 3 and S3 (Supplementary materials), respectively.
Considering first the one-step predictions (i.e., ℎ = 1), the MAE for individual production cycles varied between cycles and among lice life stages (Table 3 ). For instance, the juvenile time series in production cycle two and the adult time series in cycle three were almost always associated with the smallest MAE, while the largest MAE was for juvenile time series of cycle six, and adult time series of cycle one in MC2-MC5 and cycle six otherwise. When the stage transition term was included in MC6, the predictions were improved especially in the adult lice of cycles one, three, and six (Table 3 ). In the analysis of total sea lice abundance, the prediction error also differed between production cycles (Table S3; Supplementary materials), and making unequal across cycles clearly improved the prediction (MU2-MU5; Table S3 ). Similar patterns were observed for the multi-step predictions (ℎ > 1) in both analyses with prediction errors increasing with the number of time steps in the prediction horizon.
In both analyses, the MASE was less than one for one-time-step ahead prediction in models that assumed unequal , and such errors decreased with increasing the number of unequal parameters in the model (MC2-MC6 in Table 3 ; MU2-MU5 in Table S3 ). Further, the MASE for models with unequal was smaller in adult than in juvenile time series for at least twotime-step ahead predictions, whereas an opposite picture was observed in MASE for models 
Interpretation of results from MC3 model
Excluding the constrained model (MC0) because it ignores heterogeneity between production cycles and the unconstrained model (MC5) due to the large number of parameters, the MARSS model with different , , and across production cycles (MC3; Table 2 ) seemed to be a reasonable model for the analysis of separated juvenile and adult sea lice abundances.
It had better AICc and MASE values compared with MC2, and in addition to the reduced number of parameters relative to MC4, the model had comparable goodness of fit and predictive ability with MC4 (Table 3) . that governs the strength of mean reversion was roughly the same for both life stages, and estimated at 0.898 and 0.908 for juvenile and adult lice, respectively. This indicates that the juvenile and adult systems slowly revert to the mean (i.e., the process was nearly random walk on logarithmic scale).
The stochastic equilibrium (mean of the stationary distribution of the state process), which was higher than the treatment threshold in our study, is a function of both and parameters, i.e., 
Discussion
Modeling approach
We used a MARSS modeling framework to simultaneously model sea lice abundances of different life stages from multiple production cycles. These models allowed us to estimate parameters for sea lice populations, including variabilities in the state and observation processes. In sea lice data, the state variability can be thought of as the temporal variation in the abundance of the parasite due to unobserved conditions, for example, variation caused by environmental fluctuations or management interventions not accounted for in the model. The observation variability represents several types of errors, such as sampling error resulting from sampling only a subset of cages within a site as well as a subset of fish within each cage being sampled, and measurement error due to inaccurate counts of sea lice. Previous studies on state-space models have shown that ignoring the observation error leads to biased estimates, e.g., inflating process-variance estimates (Cantrell et al., 2010; Ward et al., 2010) .
Pooled versus separated juvenile and adult lice abundances
Modeling the total sea lice abundance (pooled juvenile and adult sea lice abundances) is not the appropriate way of modeling sea lice data because juvenile and adult life stages respond differently to some factors (e.g., bath treatment), even though they are physically on the same
fish and in the same farm. In this study, we modeled the total sea lice abundance only for the purpose of illustrating the modeling approach. By analyzing juvenile and adult lice abundances as a bivariate time series, we partitioned variation not only between observation and state processes but also between life stages. This enabled us to model the link between life stages as a stochastic process, estimating the effect of one life stage on another, and also allowed each stage to have its own parameters.
When the abundances of juvenile and adult lice were modeled separately, the mean levels were different between juvenile and adult lice. This may be because the mean abundance of adults was almost always larger than the mean abundance of juveniles, which may be because lice are counted on the fish in the adult stage for longer than in the juvenile stage. Also, we noticed differences in IRI between life stages, which may be attributable to the difference in the long-run means (the process means) between juvenile and adult lice. Such differences among life stages highlight the importance of modeling these stages separately.
Model fit
The unconstrained models, which are equivalent to carrying out univariate analyses on each production cycle separately, were associated with the smallest AICc. Such models often involve more parameters than can be estimated, or may not be estimated with reasonable precision (Zucchini et al., 2016). However, this was not the case in our analysis since we only had six production cycles and all parameters were estimated well in this small data set. The unconstrained model can be useful as a starting model during the model building process, and can distinguish the parameters that are clearly different across cycles from those that may be similar. At the other extreme, models in which all parameters are equal may provide inaccurate estimates due to ignoring the heterogeneity between cycles, but may still provide baseline models to compare with models that have some equal parameters (Zucchini et al.,
In practice, models with shared parameters may be useful for a quick exploration as these models are computationally less demanding compared with unconstrained models. For model comparisons, Cavanaugh and Shumway (1997) have pointed out that AICc tend to select complex models for short time series when it is used for state-space models, and they suggested using AICb (a bootstrap-based AIC) instead. Estimation of the AICb using the MARSS package was attempted in this study, but it was very time-consuming and we encountered computational problems for some models.
In the analysis where juvenile and adult lice abundances were analyzed separately, we found the models that allowed for unequal observation errors, drift over time, and treatment effects between cycles were associated with a smaller AICc relative to the models that had these parameters shared across cycles. Furthermore, modeling the effect of juvenile on adult lice clearly improved the model fit. Although we only allowed for a one-week transition from juveniles to adult lice, it appears that the number of juveniles the week prior helps predict the number of adults the following week. The stage-transition model analysis showed that pooling information across production cycles on the drift and observation error resulted in slightly larger AICc compared with the AICc from models that did not share these parameters. This suggests that sharing the drift and observation error across cycles is useful in reducing the number of parameters in the model. In the analysis of total sea lice abundance, models with unequal observation errors, drifts, and treatment effects between cycles had smaller AICc values than models that had these parameters shared across cycles.
Process and observation errors
The observation-and process-error variances were found to vary by production cycles and life stages. For instance, when the transition matrix was diagonal (no stage transition) assuming unequal observation errors between cycles resulted in an improved model fit,
whereas in the stage-transition model analyses the better fit occurred when each production cycle had its own process error. In some cycles, we noticed larger variance for observation error than for process error, this may be because fish samples were not taken completely by random, and there could be substantial variability in the dipnet sampling from one week to another. Other sources of observation error may be related to the difficulty of detecting lice, especially if the observer was untrained, and the field conditions were unfavorable. When the mean total sea lice abundance was modeled, the observation-error variance was small, and close to zero for some cycles when each cycle had its own observation and process errors.
The analysis where juvenile and adult lice abundances were analyzed separately showed correlated errors between juvenile and adult lice in latent and observation processes. The correlation between juvenile and adult lice latent process errors was high, which may be because juvenile and adult lice physically share the same environment, while the correlation between the two observation errors was not as strong.
Autoregressive parameters
In general, sea lice abundance on a logarithmic scale was highly autocorrelated and, in some models, a near random-walk behavior (i.e., unity diagonal elements of ) was found for some of the production cycles. This indicated that the process was nearly non-mean reverting, where the closer the diagonal values of to one, the slower the system was to return to the equilibrium level. When was estimated across the production cycles (i.e., all model parameters including were shared among the production cycles), the strength of mean reversion in the adult time series was slightly larger than in the juvenile time series.
One of the interesting features of the MARSS models is that they allow for direct links between time series. In the present data, we attempted to estimate the transition from juvenile to adult stages using a one-week lag by allowing for some of the off-diagonal elements in in Gaussian state-space modeling framework to model age classes in ecology. They used expected value and covariance matrices for the state process that were computed assuming binomial processes for each life stage. Such models may be considered as an alternative to lag-p MARSS models in the cases where there is insufficient data to estimate a large number of parameters. Further studies should investigate these other types of models.
Intrinsic rate of increase/drift
A parameter ( ) was used in all analyses to capture the increase/decrease of sea lice abundance from one time step to the next. It is a scaling parameter when the system is at equilibrium (Holmes et al., 2014) , and represents IRI in sea lice abundance in the context of
the Gompertz model. Including in the models gave a better model fit and improved prediction when each production cycle had its own parameter, however, its estimates were different among production cycles and between life stages. This may be attributable to the different mean levels of sea lice abundance between time series. A simulation study conducted by Humbert et al. (2009) showed that state-space models produced a robust estimation of , even with a short time series (e.g., with 10 observations). Further, See et al. (2015) pointed out that the estimation of is not affected by the number of observations per time point. In our study, the length of salmon production cycles (time series) was larger than 40 weeks. The level of sea lice (intercept) is described by two parameters, and . The results showed that the sea lice process slowly reverted to a long-run mean, and such a slow mean reversion was mainly due to the parasite management. Naturally, the development of sea lice is not a stationary process; sea lice populations are expected to grow unless controlled. Due to the management interventions (e.g., chemical treatments), which are obligatory when sea lice levels reach a certain threshold, the sea lice level may appear to reach some sort of a stationary state. Such a state was always higher for adult than for juvenile lice, and in some cycles would never be reached although it mathematically existed.
In all models and cycles, the population growth rate was estimated to be decreasing with increasing sea lice levels, but with positive values for most of the observed range of sea lice counts (in model MC3). Different series behaved very differently with regard to IRI and equilibrium, and the state-space modeling framework was flexible enough to capture this.
However, we used a deterministic growth rate whereas additionally modeling the parasite growth rate as a time varying could lead to improved predictions by reducing prediction uncertainty (Petris et al., 2009 ).
Covariates
The covariate effects on sea lice abundance over time were modeled in the state equation of MARSS models as fixed effects. We also explored modeling covariates in the observation equation (i.e., as in linear regression models), but it gave a poorer fit. Only bath treatments were included as an intervention variable in the final model analyses, and the effect of a treatment was measured only on the first week post treatment. This is typically what is observed under field conditions, as bath treatments have minimal residual effect (Arriagada et al., 2014) . Bath treatments showed strong effects in reducing sea lice burdens, and their effects varied by production cycles and by life stages. These results were consistent with the literature (Arriagada et al., 2014) and the product labels, most of which do not claim efficacy for juvenile lice.
Prediction
The primary aim of modeling sea lice transmission is to predict the level of infestation over time. Short-term predictions are important for the salmon industry to plan treatment strategies against the parasite. Long-term predictions are useful for developing simulation models to explore different management scenarios.
In previous sections, we compared different MARSS models based on their goodness of fit.
However, models that fit the data best do not necessarily produce the best forecasts, and vice versa (Montgomery et al., 2008) . Another way of comparing MARSS models is based on their predictive abilities. In this work, we sought to identify the models that had low prediction errors. Our analyses included data from different production cycles that were highly variable, which may affect the predictive ability of the models.
Generally speaking, the prediction errors almost always decreased by increasing the number of unequal parameters (across cycles) in the model, and such errors varied between
production cycles and life stages. As expected, predictions became more and more uncertain as the prediction horizon got farther away in the future.
Predictions from MARSS models with different drifts, observation errors, and treatment effects among cycles generally outperformed models with those parameters equal across cycles. The two constrained models (MC3, MC4) among these models produced prediction with acceptable accuracy, their prediction errors were slightly larger than prediction errors from the unconstrained model. The stage-transition models yielded predictions with smaller error, especially for adult lice, compared with models with no stage transition terms, as expected when adding the link between the juvenile and adult life stages. MARSS models had better predictions for sea lice abundance than linear regression models. We were able to predict the juvenile and adult sea lice abundances five weeks ahead with a reasonably low magnitude of error, however, the prediction error increased in heavily infested cycles.
Nonetheless, this tool may be useful for estimating sea lice on farms in a given area over a short period of time. This could be useful for planning area treatments.
Strengths and limitations of present study
This study explored the potential for using MARSS models for modeling the transmission of sea lice over time. MARSS models allowed us to handle multiple time series and quantify the correlations between them. This helps us better understand the relationships of the data collected in sea lice monitoring programs, where juvenile and adult lice information come from multiple production cycles on different farms, and the rates of sea lice accumulation and the effect of bath treatments may differ between these farms. The study evaluated MARSS models with different parameter configurations for sea lice populations, and provided predictions for sea lice abundances, both of which are important to the salmon industry. The limitations of the study were that the data set had only six production cycles and the model
parameters were time invariant (the variability in the regression parameters was not captured). In fact, allowing for temporal change in the parameters and partitioning variation, are the fundamental concepts of state-space models that lead to improving predictions and reducing prediction uncertainty. Also, the parasite life cycle was not fully accounted for, where the effect of adult abundance on juvenile lice abundance, was not included in the analysis where juvenile and adult lice abundances were analyzed separately. As well the oneweek lag used for the transition of juvenile to adult lice may not be appropriate.
Future applications
This research contributes to the building of multi-farm predictive tools to help estimate and predict transmission rates within fish farms and for determining the effect of different management strategies on sea lice abundance on farms. The next step to improve the predictive ability of these models could be to explore a more specific linking of the juvenile and adult abundances to emulate the life cycle of sea lice. Perhaps the most difficult aspects of predicting sea lice occurred when treatments were applied on farms because of the variability in responses over time and across production cycles and therefore understanding predictors that account for this variability could help improve our long-term predictions.
Another aspect to improve the predictive ability of the model is to allow for variability across cycles especially when the number of cycles (farms) is large. This can be addressed by modeling covariate effects as random effects instead of fixed effects (Liu et al., 2011; Zucchini et al., 2016) . Lastly, the current model could be extended to allow for modeling the hydrographic connectivity between farms and include external contributing sources of sea lice. This would be required for simulating scenarios of transmission between farms and to further investigate regional-level mitigation strategies.
Concluding remarks
MARSS models were flexible in handling data from multiple production cycles, can be used to build different structures for different sea lice populations, and provided predictions with reasonable accuracy. The study showed that the unconstrained models provided the best fit to the data and produced predictions with the smallest errors. Pooling information across production cycles on some parameters reduced the number of parameters in the model and yielded a reasonable model fit and prediction errors. While the modeling approach showed promising results, further developments to accommodate the full life cycle of the parasite are needed. 
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. Table 3 . Accuracy of predictions measured by the mean absolute error (MAE) for individual production cycles and the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) for all production cycles. The predictions were based on the smallest-AICc multivariate autoregressive state-space models (MI0 & MC0-MC5) and unconstrained stage-transition MARSS model (MC6) in the analysis of separated juvenile and adult lice abundances that applied to Chilean sea lice data from six A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T salmon production cycles. MASE < 1 is bolded (the prediction error is smaller than the onestep prediction error from the naïve method). A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
